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For life’s little battles, help has arrived with the Highlander.  

Offering an exhilarating drive with the ultimate flexibility, 

comfort and premium features in a mid-size SUV package, 

the boldly designed Highlander range will get you where  

you need to go.

Seating 7 comfortably, Highlander has all the bases  

covered for the best road trip of your life. Choose from the 

versatile AWD or the practical FWD - generous beverage 

holders, an entertainment package and a powerful V6 petrol 

engine turn even the shortest of journeys into an event.

It’s the all-round recreational vehicle for any adventure.  

It’s prepared for anything.



EXTERIOR - bold and stylish in equal measure 

Highlander features a chiselled front grille design, LED  

Daytime Running Lights (DRL), stylish alloy wheels unique to 

each grade and rugged black contrasting trim framing each 

flared wheel arch.  

Body coloured door handles, sculpted exterior mirrors with 

puddle lights and chrome accents around the tinted privacy 

glass along the sides give the Highlander a premium look, 

while from behind the sure-footed stance and wide bodywork 

impart a sense of stability that is unmistakably Highlander. 

New Highlander looks fit for purpose, whether it’s the school 

run or a trip off the beaten track.

INTERIOR - comfort, convenience and quality 

The Highlander looks well proportioned from the outside and 

the theme continues within its spacious, premium cabin.  

With a practical, easily accessed 3rd row of seats offered right 

across the range, the Highlander remains the perfect mid-size 

SUV for the New Zealand lifestyle. Not only has the interior 

of every Highlander been redesigned to offer more flexibility 

and convenience, it’s also a quieter place to be with advanced 

sound-proofing technology used throughout.

Limited and Limited ZR models add Satellite Navigation and 

instant hands-on access through advanced steering wheel 

controls to comfort and drive settings such as air conditioning, 

audio, cruise control and Multi-Information Display (MID) 

information. A mix of high quality fabrics and soft-touch trim 

materials, or genuine leather seat facings for GXL, Limited and 

Limited ZR models; make for a sumptuous and comfortable 

cabin. Rear seat passengers in Limited and Limited ZR models 

can even enjoy a DVD or Blu-ray feature through the rear seat 

entertainment system with its 9” ceiling-mounted display, or 

swipe through images from the inbuilt SD card slot.

In sport mode the sequential shift transmission provides  
you with the freedom to manually move through the gears.

In the Limited and Limited ZR grades, the tailgate features  
a separate glass hatch for convenient, quick access to the 
luggage area. With the new power back door feature on 

Limited ZR, you can open your boot, safe in the knowledge 
that it will stop at precisely the height at which you set it.

Second row occupants in Limited and Limited ZR grades  
can chose their preferred air conditioning settings  

with separate independent controls.

With the split folding 2nd and 3rd row seats lowered there  
is a total luggage volume of up 1872L.

All Highlander models are conveniently equipped  
with steering wheel mounted audio controls and 

 Bluetooth hands-free phone capability together with  
audio streaming and voice recognition.

The large 24L centre console storage box with sliding doors 
ensures that bulky items such as handbags, notebooks and 

DVD cases are quickly and easily stowed out of sight.

HIGHLANDER LIMITED ZR IN SILVER SKY

Performance for all seasons 

Stand out from 
the crowd

Highlander has a premium look about it, but it’s also 

designed to take everything the busy Kiwi lifestyle can 

throw at it. Highlander remains the ultimate recreational 

vehicle, offering the go-anywhere abilities of All Wheel 

Drive (or FWD if you prefer) and a spacious, well  

appointed, 7-seat interior that will carry the whole  

crew with ease. 

The combination of a powerful and fuel efficient  

3.5L V6 petrol engine and a sophisticated 6-speed 

automatic transmission with Artificial Intelligence  

(AI) allows you to make the most of the  

performance that Highlander offers. With 201kW  

of power and 337Nm of torque available, and a  

comfortable car-like driving experience  

- the Highlander lets you get on with life  

wherever it might take you. 



You’ll find all the style you’d expect along with specification  

highlights including 18” Alloy wheels, LED Daytime Running 

Lights (DRL), a reversing monitor and rear parking sensors,  

as well as air conditioning for the rear passengers.

The interior features high quality black trim, with lighter grey roof lining 
and black fabric seat facings. The soft-touch instrument panel with 
brown accents and complementary stitching adds a touch of class.

GX

Like all Highlander models, the GX boasts revised ‘walk-in’  
accessibility to the 3rd-row seating. Once inside, the Highlander’s 

3rd-row seats also benefit from a recline function  
for greater individual comfort.

HIGHLANDER GX IN CHAMPAGNE

The centre console is organised around a richly detailed display 
screen for the 6-speaker audio system. Highlander features an  
accessory power outlet, USB and 3.5mm AUX ports. These are  
linked to the Bluetooth system for hands-free calling and audio  

- also accessible from the multi-function steering wheel.

All Highlander models feature side and rear tinted privacy glass. The Highlander GX has its own unique alloy wheels  
but shares the same strong chiselled front, Daytime Running Lights (DRL) and front fog lights.
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DRIVE
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HIGHLANDER



The Highlander is the perfect size for your lifestyle, and the GXL is no 

exception. Available in both FWD and AWD variants, the GXL combines 

dependable V6 power with touches of luxury like sumptuous black 

leather, tinted privacy glass, dual zone air conditioning and soft-touch 

premium trim surfaces that add a new level of sophistication.

All Highlander models feature a power adjustable driver’s seat 
and manual slide passenger seat for achieving the perfect driving 

position. Of course the driver’s seat is still the best seat in the house, 
offering a touch of luxury with 12-way power adjustable drivers seat 

- a feature of the GXL, Limited and Limited ZR grades. The GXL  
adds front seat heaters, while both the Limited and Limited ZR 

 models have cool-air ventilated front seats as well.

The Highlander GXL’s 6.1” colour display provides access to the  
Bluetooth audio system, including radio, CD, AUX and USB functionality.  

It also acts as a reversing monitor with static backing guide lines.

Soft-touch trim materials, genuine leather seat facings, silver 
painted accents and high quality instruments give the cockpit of the 

Highlander GXL a premium, contemporary look.

Standard for all Highlanders is a 6-speed automatic gearbox featuring 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) shift control, which intuitively shifts ratios  

in response to road conditions and driver intentions. It can even tell  
if you’re travelling uphill or down and eliminates unnecessary 

upshifts by optimising gears according to the conditions. 

GXL

The Highlander GXL has a smart key system. With the smart key in 
your pocket, the vehicle detects when you’re close, unlocking the 
doors when you touch the inside of the front door or boot handle.

Highlander GXL is available as a FWD model that is suited perfectly to urban duties and long distance travel. 
With an intelligent and capable drive system, the AWD Highlander GXL is at home in town or the country; wherever you choose to take it. 

HIGHLANDER GXL IN MOULIN ROUGE
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The Highlander Limited demonstrates truly premium levels  

of specification. This impressive all-rounder includes high  

contrast gauges, a 4.2” full colour Multi-Information  

Display (MID), a tinted sunroof, Blind-Spot Monitoring  

system (BSM) and proven all wheel drive ability.

The satellite navigation system featured in both Limited 
models has a SUNA traffic avoidance system that can 

provide alternative route information to keep you moving 
during peak commuting times (traffic information not 

available for all regions). 

The 2nd and 3rd row seats have been designed  
with plenty of head, shoulder and leg room to  

keep everyone in the back comfortable even on  
longer journeys. The 2nd row seats fold forward 

individually allowing plenty of room to get  
in and out of the 3rd row. 

In all Highlander models a hidden storage  
compartment can be found under the luggage floor  

 - perfect for storing the emergency kit or tonneau cover.

Highlander has a space dedicated for phones and other 
small devices. The handy cable access hatch  

for auxiliary and USB cables makes connection or  
charging an easy and clutter free experience.

LIMITED

HIGHLANDER LIMITED IN COSMOS BLUE

Genuine leather seat facings add a touch of luxury to the Highlander Limited. The driver’s seat power 
adjustments include slide, recline, height, lumbar and memory functions.
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19” alloy wheels featuring a 12-spoke ‘swirl’ design are standard on the Highlander Limited. All models 
come with a full size spare wheel and a rugged black contrasting trim framing each flared wheel arch.

The Limited models bring added light into  
the cabin with a tilt and slide sunroof.

A clever addition to Limited and Limited ZR are  
sunshades, which have been snugly incorporated into 

the rear passenger doors, allowing near invisible  
stowage, and instant access when you need them.

HIGHLANDER



The pinnacle in mid-size SUV comfort, specification 

and versatility come in the form of the Highlander 

Limited ZR. With premium additions on board  

such as 19” Chrometec Iridium Chrome-plated  

Alloy wheels,  9” ceiling mounted rear entertainment,  

Dynamic Radar Cruise Control (DRCC), independent  

air conditioning and a leather interior - this is  

the ultimate Highlander.

In both Limited grades, those seated in the 2nd and 3rd 
rows enjoy a rear entertainment system, which is perfect 

for entertaining younger members of the family on 
longer trips. Incorporating a ceiling mounted 9”  

high resolution LCD display, the system has a remote 
control and plays both DVD and Blu-ray format discs,  

as well as boasting an SD card slot for image and  
AVCHD format video playback.

In darkness a luxurious blue ambient light system 
highlights key decorative detailing on the Limited ZR 

door trims and the open shelf in the dashboard.

Both Limited’s feature Blind Spot Monitor (BSM)  
technology, which uses sensors to detect other road 
users that may be in your blind spot. A warning light 

appears in the mirror closest to the object

LIMITED ZR

HIGHLANDER LIMITED ZR IN CRYSTAL PEARL

Leather seat facings and high grade interior accents add to the luxury in Highlander Limited ZR.
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Both front seats in Limited ZR add extra luxury  
with heaters for winter months and  

coolers for summertime comfort.

HIGHLANDER

Lane Departure Alert (LDA) is an advanced safety feature. 
If the vehicle unintentionally leaves its lane,  

LDA will beep and alert the driver.

The Limited models feature steering wheel controls 
with instant hands-on access to audio, Multi-Information 

Display, cruise control and air conditioning; they’re all 
there to add to your driving pleasure. Limited ZR  
adds a control for Dynamic Radar Cruise Control.

Limited ZR features Dynamic Radar Cruise Control (DRCC). Using advanced radar technology,  
sensors allow the driver to pre-set speed and maintain a safe distance from the vehicle in front.



Dynamic 
Blue 
MICA

8S6

Cosmos  
Blue 
MICA METALLIC

8V5

Highlander exterior colours

Moulin  
Rouge 
MICA METALLIC

3T0

Rainforest 
Green 
METALLIC

6W4 

Silver  
Sky 
METALLIC

1D6

Crystal  
Pearl 
CRYSTAL SHINE

070

Champagne 
MICA METALLIC

5B2

Predawn 
Grey
MICA METALLIC  

1H1

Rear parking sensors on all Highlanders make parking a 
breeze with the help of a reversing camera display on the 

touchscreen that also shows static backing guide lines.

Highlander has a achieved 5-stars in the ANCAP safety test.

Be seen sooner. Highly visible LED Daytime Running Lights 
(DRL) are standard on all models.

Front seat pre-tensioners instantly tighten the seat belts  
at the time of a collision to help enhance occupant restraint 

performance. The force limiter function loosens the seat belts 
while maintaining the load to help mitigate the impact to  

the chest regions of the front seat occupants. 

You can rest assured that the entire Highlander range offers a comprehensive suite of safety features.

Safe and secure

Eclipse
MICA  

218

GX 
HIGH GRADE 

BLACK FABRIC 

GXL, 
Limited, 
Limited ZR 
BLACK LEATHER 

SEAT FACINGS  

Highlander interior trim

Safety is optimised for the 2WD GXL with Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) and Traction Control 

(TRC), while AWD models receive an advanced active safety system incorporating Vehicle 

Stability Control Plus (VSC+), Traction Control (TRC) and Downhill-Assist Control (DAC) which 

improves directional control by braking the vehicle for the driver when negotiating steep or 

slippery descents, leaving the driver to concentrate on steering. 

All Highlander models now feature a reversing monitor to ensure you can see behind  

you before reversing along with Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS), Electronic Brake-force  

Distribution (EBD), Brake Assist (BA) and Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) to help control the 

vehicle when starting off on a steep gradient. The Highlander Limited ZR also features an 

exclusive Pre-Crash Safety System, which includes Pre-Crash Brake and Brake Assist (BA). 

Every Highlander also has 7 airbags fitted, including front airbags for the driver and front  

passenger seats, along with a knee airbag for the driver. In addition, the driver and front  

passenger seats have side airbags, and curtain shield airbags provide side protection 

throughout the cabin, including the 3rd row of seats. With all this safety technology on 

board, it’s no wonder the Highlander achieved a 5-star ANCAP safety rating. 

Toyota Genuine 
Accessories
With a Highlander available for every lifestyle, there’s 

also a Toyota Genuine Accessories component that 

will help your SUV to reflect your personality.  

Front, back, interior and exterior; the Highlander is 

covered. Only Toyota Genuine Accessories are  

designed and manufactured to the same high 

standard as original parts. Fitting Toyota Genuine 

Accessories also ensures the integrity of your vehicle, 

with components tested to exacting standards for 

New Zealand conditions and backed by  

a 3 year or 100,000 kilometres* warranty.  

*Whichever comes first. Warranty valid from when accessory fitted, at time of  
new vehicle purchase at your Authorised Toyota Dealer.

Carpet Floor Mats - Front and Rear Tow Bar and Wiring Harness 

Side Steps - Stainless Steel Nudge Bar - Stainless Steel 



HIGHLANDER  
GX AWD

HIGHLANDER  
GXL AWD

HIGHLANDER  
LIMITED AWD

HIGHLANDER  
LIMITED ZR AWD

HIGHLANDER  
GXL 2WD
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0800 TOYOTA • www.toyota.co.nz

*Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions will vary depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle condition and options/accessories fitted. Fuel Consumption ECE 101/01; CO2 ADR 81/02.

Every endeavour has been made to ensure text details and specifications contained in this publication were accurate as at 26 May 2014. Toyota New Zealand Limited reserves the right at any time to introduce any 
changes that are deemed necessary to improve the models shown or for any other reason. Paint and upholstery colours shown in this brochure may differ from actual colours due to variations in printing processes.  
Some models shown in this brochure may have optional accessories fitted. For further information contact your nearest Authorised Toyota Dealer. They will be glad to assist. [Production effective January 2014]

HIGHLANDER SPECIFICATIONS

3,500 

May 2014 

SB323

      

3.5 Litre, V6 petrol engine, 24 valve Quad Cam with Dual Variable Valve Timing-intelligent Control (VVT-i). Max power of 201kW @ 6200rpm. 
Max torque of 337Nm @ 4700rpm •	 •	 •	 •	 • 

Fuel economy (L/100km) 10.2 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6

CO2 emissions (g/km). Exhaust emission standard Euro 5 237 246 246 246 246

6-speed automatic transmission with Artificial Intelligence (AI) and sequential sport mode. Flex lock up control, ECO drive indicator and  
Direct Downshift Control • •	 •	 •	 •

Drive type Front wheel drive All wheel drive All wheel drive All wheel drive All wheel drive

Vehicle speed sensitive Electric Power Steering (EPS). Minimum turning circle 12.6m with 2.74 turns lock to lock  • •	 •	 •	 •

	 	 	 	

18” Alloy wheels with 245/60R18 tyres, full size spare tyre stored under floor 10 spoke ‘V’ 10 spoke ‘dual’ 10 spoke ‘V’ 

19” Alloy wheels with 245/55R19 tyres, full size spare tyre stored under floor    12 spoke ‘swirl’ 5 spoke ‘wide’ 

Halogen Headlights with LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL), fog lights in lower bumper •	 •	 •   
Halogen Headlights with LED low beams and auto levelling, LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL), fog lights in lower bumper. Automatic high beam system for Limited ZR    •	 • 
Body coloured front bumper and exterior door handles, front grille with chrome accents • •	 •	 •	 •
Body coloured electric, retractable, heated exterior rear view mirrors with side indicators; puddle lamps (on Limited and Limited ZR) • •	 •	 •	 • 

Windscreen glass green tinted with UV reduction, rear side and rear privacy glass • •	 •	 •  • 

Tinted sunroof with tilt and slide functions; rear door sunshades    •	 •
Roof rails Silver painted  Silver painted Silver painted Chrome plated

Back door (with opening glass hatch for Limited and Limited ZR) Manual Manual Manual Power Power 

Windscreen wipers - Variable intermittent •	 •	 •	 •	 • 

Front seats with driver 6-way and passenger 4-way manual adjustment  Fabric   
Front seats with driver 12-way power adjustment with memory, drivers power lumbar function; driver and passenger seat heaters Leather  Leather 

Front seats with driver 12-way power adjustment with memory, passenger 4-way power adjustment, driver power lumbar function; driver and passenger seat heaters     Leather

Front seats with driver 12-way power adjustment with memory, passenger 4-way power adjustment, driver power lumbar function; driver and passenger     Leather 
seat heater and cooler functions

2nd row seats 60/40 split fold with slide, recline and walk-in functions; 3rd row 60/40 split fold and recline • •	 •	 •		 • 

3-spoke tilt and telescopic steering wheel with audio, phone and Multi Information Display (MID) controls, (Dynamic Radar Cruise Control switches for Limited for ZR) Leather Urethane Leather Leather Leather 
Air conditioning with separate driver, front passenger and 2nd row seat controls Dual zone Manual Dual zone Dual zone  Dual zone

Meters - 2 ring style with speedometer, tachometer, fuel gauge and LCD Multi-Information Display (MID) • •	 •	 •	 •
Multi-Information Display (MID) with outside temperature, cruising range, multiple fuel consumption readings, average speed and elapsed run time • •	 •	 •	 •
Instrument panel storage shelf with pass through hatch for phone charger cable - illumination for Limited and Limited ZR • •	 •	 •	 •	  

Cruise control • •	 •	 •	 Dynamic Radar

Centre console with 24L lower compartment and removable shelf • •	 •	 •	 •
Overhead console with sunglass holder and conversation mirror • •	 •	 •	 •
Interior rear view mirror with day/night anti-glare function; Electrochromatic for Limited and Limited ZR • •	 •	 •	 •
Door pockets with bottle holders, seatback pockets, cup holders throughout, glove box. Luggage area with removable tonneau cover • •	 •	 •	 •

Overall length (mm) 4865 4865 4865 4865 4865

Overall width/height (mm) 1925 / 1730 1925 / 1730 1925 / 1730 1925 / 1730 1925 / 1730

Overall wheelbase (mm) 2790 2790 2790 2790 2790

Gross vehicle weight (kg) 2670 2740 2740 2740 2740

Kerb weight kg (max) 1950 2020 2020 2065 2065 

Towing capacity kg (unbraked/braked)   700 / 2000 700 / 2000 700 / 2000 700 / 2000 700 / 2000 

Luggage capacity - litres (2nd and 3rd seats up/3rd row down/2nd and 3rd rows down/2nd and 3rd rows down to roof) - for all models   195 / 529 / 813 / 1872 

Approach/departure angle (degrees) 18 / 23.1 18 / 23.1 18 / 23.1 18 / 23.1 18 / 23.1 

Brakes - Power assisted ventilated front and solid rear disc brakes •	 •	 •	 •	 •
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD), Brake Assist (BA) •	 •	 •	 •	 •
Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) VSC VSC+ VSC+ VSC+ VSC+

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) •	 •	 •	 •	 •
Downhill Assist Control (DAC)  •	 •	 •	 •	
Front suspension - Fully independent MacPherson struts and stabiliser bar. Rear - Double wishbone rear suspension with stabiliser bar •	 •	 •	 •	 •	

Display audio with radio and single disc in-dash CD player, Bluetooth phone capability and audio streaming, audio player connectivity - 6 speakers. Display screen: 6.1” 6.1” 6.1” 8” 8”

Satellite Navigation package - includes Diversity antenna, SUNA Traffic Avoidance Management System    •	 • 

Rear seat entertainment system with 9” roof mounted colour display, remote control, SD card slot, Blu-ray and DVD player    •	 •

ANCAP safety rating 5-star 5-star 5-star 5-star 5-star

Airbag system - Driver and passenger front (dual stage for passenger), driver’s knee, front seat side, front/rear curtain shield airbags • •	 •	 •	 •
Engine immobiliser and alarm system • •	 •	 •	 •
Pre-Crash Safety System with Pre-crash Brake Assist (BA) 	 	 	 	 •
Child seat fixing points in 2nd row - 2 x ISOFIX, 3 x tether anchor. Child proof rear door locks • •	 •	 •	 •
Front seat belts: 2x3-point, ELR front seat belts with pre-tensioners and force limiters. Height adjustable seat belt anchors • •	 •	 •	
Front seat belts: 2x3-point, ELR front seat belts with pre-tensioners, force limiters and Pre-Crash Safety System. Height adjustable seat belt anchors 	 	 	 	 •
Rear seat belts: 2x3-point ALR/ELR with swivel seat belt anchors and 1x3-point ELR 2nd row and 2x3-point ELR 3rd row seat belts • •	 •	 •	 •
Lane Departure Alert (LDA) 	 	 	 	 •
Smart key system with front door and luggage door touch sensors • 	 •	 •	 •
Rear parking sensors • •	 •	 •	 •
Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) 	 	 	 •	 •
Reversing camera (display in audio) with guide lines Static Static Static Moving Moving

FINANCIAL SERVICESQUALITY SERVICEEXTRA CARE ACCESSORIESGENUINE PARTS

Because Toyota believes in going the extra mile we offer comprehensive support and a great range of products and services for our valued customers. For more detail please visit: www.toyota.co.nz Follow us on:


